
TAROT STRIPPED BARE [DVD]

Today, more and more people are turning to Tarot to 
help them find deeper meaning and uncover the 
hidden truths of existence. Long dismissed as a mere 
fortune-telling method, Tarot cards hold the keys to 
understanding ourselves, others, and the world around 
us. Tarot Stripped Bare is the 21st century approach 
to learning Tarot. Now you too can learn to see the to learning Tarot. Now you too can learn to see the 
patterns of your life revealed in the turn of a card. 

Tarot Stripped Bare is a visual guide that covers Tarot Stripped Bare is a visual guide that covers 
everything you need to know to become a Tarot reader 
- from choosing the right deck, to performing your first 
reading, and much more. This DVD shows you how to 
tap into your subconscious and use the clues in the 
cards to develop your intuition, leading you to greater 
awareness andenlightenment. 

Tarot Stripped Bare also contains a Special Features Tarot Stripped Bare also contains a Special Features 
section with explanatory notes for all 78 cards and ten 
bonus spreads to help you heal broken relationships, 
assess your personal strengths and weaknesses, 
choose a more fulfilling life path and much, much 
more.

Running Time: 90 Minutes 
Genre: Psychology, New Age
SRP: $24.95
Format: DVD
AUS/NZ Availability Date: January 1, 2011
BPP CATNO: BPPV000103
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ALL OTHER TERRITORIES: AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND DISTRIBUTION:

CLASSIFICATION:
Yet to be classified in Australia

MEDIA:
Consumer Publications:
Website, Online Search, Amazon,
Blue Pie Shop

View Trailer:View Trailer: 
youtube.com/watch?
v=BY8uTX2pIW0

Purchase: 
You can purchase this DVD at the 
Blue Pie shop at www.bluepie.biz 
Search the title name in the shop 
for the purchase link. Titles for the purchase link. Titles 
normally ship within 48 hours 
Monday to Friday. If you require 
support then please email 
support@bluepie.com.au 

Distribution: 
This title is distributed for the 
world by Blue Pie Productions USA. world by Blue Pie Productions USA. 
This title is available for syndication 
and general license sales. For all 
syndication and license sales please 
contact Blue Pie Productions by 
email in the first instance at 
sales@bluepie.com.au 


